PAD (Portable Application Description) allows software authors
to provide product descriptions and specifications to online
sources using a standard data format. PAD allows webmasters
and program librarians to automate program listings. Each PAD
archive is a data set that is used to disseminate program
information to anyone interested in the software product.
Product descriptions, such as those that follow, vary in length
from 45 characters to 2000 characters and are a portion of that
data set. Multiple archives, highlighting various features, may
be maintained. These descriptions were developed for a
professional photo previewing, converting, and batch
processing image conversion utility.
<Char_Desc_45>Right-click photo files to preview &
convert!</Char_Desc_45>
<Char_Desc_80>Preview & convert photo files from Explorer! Simply
right-click the file name.</Char_Desc_80>
<Char_Desc_250>ImageConverter Plus adds the convenience of rightclick photo previewing and conversion to Explorer. Large thumbnail
views. Instantly convert image files to .jpg, .tif, .psd, .pdf, .eps, or
.png formats without opening ICP or the image
file!</Char_Desc_250>
<Char_Desc_450>ImageConverter Plus is a professional image
converter that adds photo preview and conversion capabilities to
Windows Explorer. Simply right-click a file name to view a large
thumbnail image and select a final format. Choose one of ICP’s built-in
conversions to .jpg, .tif, .psd, .pdf, .eps, or .png formats or access
your own scripted conversion operations. All from Explorer! So easy,
yet so powerful. Amateurs and professionals alike love
ICP!</Char_Desc_450>
<Char_Desc_2000>ImageConverter Plus is a professional image
converter that adds photo preview and conversion capabilities to
Windows Explorer. Simply right-click a file name to view a large
thumbnail image and select a final format. Choose one of ICP’s built-in
conversions from 120+ different graphics formats to .jpg, .tif, .psd,
.pdf, .eps, or .png formats or access your own scripted conversion
operations. Over 800 variations of original file formats supported,
including special purpose and outdated formats. All from Explorer! Or
take advantage of our advanced batch and scripted processing. Pick
the operations you need; as simple or as complex as you like! Local

network and individual computer file locations, multiple files, folders &
subfolders are supported for both original and destination files. Open
ImageConverter Plus and access the wide variety of professional
operations. With just a mouse click or two, you can crop images; add
Blur, Sharpen, Emboss, Water color, Smoothing, Maximum /
minimum, Negative, Grayscale, and Sepia effects; mirror (flip) images
(flipping), resize, rotate to arbitrary angles; replace colors; increase or
decrease image (canvas) size without scaling your original image; and
apply color profiles, watermarks, and watermark images. Apply a
single operation or multiple processes to individual images or groups
of images. Multi-page files? Create single-strip or multi-strip tiff files.
Convert an entire multi-page file or specify individual pages, even
only, odd only, skip first or last pages. ImageConverter Plus gives you
complete control over color depth and resolution. Choose the
compression you prefer from CCITT FAX3, CCITT FAX4, CCITT RLE,
ZIP, LZW, OLDJPEG, JPEG, PACKBITS. Apply dithering and
quantization functions to fine-tune TIFF image quality. Store files to
your database. Create E-mail- and fax-ready documents. Prepare
image files for OCR conversion to text documents. Clear, concise
documentation. So easy to use, amateurs look like pros in no time! So
powerful, pros wonder how they got along without it! Amateurs and
professionals alike love ICP!</Char_Desc_2000>

<Char_Desc_45>Call image preview & convert from your
ap!</Char_Desc_45>
<Char_Desc_80>Add a photo command-line to Visual C++, Visual
Basic, Delphi ap or ASP script.</Char_Desc_80>
<Char_Desc_250>ImageConverter Plus Command Line is a
professional image converter. Call from any Visual C++, Visual Basic
or Delphi application or ASP script. DOS command line & .bat
processing for complex operations on multiple files. Developer licenses
available.</Char_Desc_250>
<Char_Desc_450>ImageConverter Plus Command Line is a
professional image command-line utility that adds preview and convert
capabilities to any Visual C++, Visual Basic or Delphi application or
ASP script. Built-in .jpg, .tif, .psd, .pdf, .eps, or .png format
conversions. Large format thumbnails. Scripted conversions, batch
operations from DOS Command Line or *.bat file processing. Multiple

files, folders, & formats. Developer, professional, and home
licenses.</Char_Desc_450>
<Char_Desc_2000>ImageConverter Plus Command Line is a
professional image command-line utility that adds preview and convert
capabilities to any Visual C++, Visual Basic or Delphi application or
ASP script. Web server integration support. ShellExecute scripts
available with full support from our fCoder Support team. Built-in .jpg,
.tif, .psd, .pdf, .eps, or .png format conversions from 120+ different
graphics formats and 800+ variations, including special purpose and
outdated formats. Large format thumbnails. Scripted conversions,
batch operations from DOS Command Line or *.bat file processing.
Local network and individual computer file locations, multiple files,
folders & subfolders are supported for both target and destination files.
Wide variety of professional operations at your fingertips, including:
image cropping; Blur, Sharpen, Emboss, Water color, Smoothing,
Maximum / minimum, Negative, Grayscale, and Sepia effects; image
mirroring (flipping), resizing, rotation to arbitrary angles, and color
replacement; increase or decrease image (canvas) size without
scaling; apply color profiles, watermarks, and watermark images.
Apply a single operation or multiple processes to individual images or
groups of images. Multi-page files? Create single-strip or multi-strip tiff
files. Convert an entire multi-page file or specify individual pages, even
only, odd only, skip first or last pages. ImageConverter Plus Command
Line gives you complete control over color depth, resolution. Choose
the compression you prefer from CCITT FAX3, CCITT FAX4, CCITT RLE,
ZIP, LZW, OLDJPEG, JPEG, PACKBITS. Apply dithering and
quantization functions to fine-tune TIFF image quality. Store files to
your database. Create E-mail and fax ready documents. Prepare for
OCR conversion to text documents. Clear, concise documentation. So
easy to use, amateurs look like pros in no time! So powerful, pros
wonder how they got along without it! Developer, professional, and
home licenses available.</Char_Desc_2000>

<Char_Desc_45>Right-click TIFF files to preview &
convert!</Char_Desc_45>
<Char_Desc_80>Preview & convert TIFF files, all variants! Simply
right-click the file name.</Char_Desc_80>
<Char_Desc_250>ImageConverter Plus adds the convenience of rightclick TIFF file previewing and conversion to Explorer. Large thumbnail

views. Instantly convert TIFF image files, including rare and old
variants, without opening ICP or the image file!</Char_Desc_250>
<Char_Desc_450>New life for rare and old files! ImageConverter Plus
is a professional image converter. Silently, background-process faxes,
scanned documents, outdated and rare images and illustrations to
standard, modern TIFF formats. Built-in TIFF-Wang OldJPEG, TIFFOldJPEG and TIFF-JPEG conversion. Right-click, single image
conversions from Explorer or multi-file batch operations from DOS
Command Line or *.bat file processing. Professional and home
licenses.</Char_Desc_450>
<Char_Desc_2000>ImageConverter Plus is a professional image
converter. Optimized for TIFF (one of the most popular and powerful
formats) file conversions. Breathe new life into rare and outdated files,
including TIFF-Wang OldJPEG, TIFF-OldJPEG and TIFF-JPEG. If Image
Converter Plus cannot process your TIFF file, email it to our support
service. New formats, old formats that have been modified, and buggy
image formats; 99% of the time, we find a way! And, chances are,
support for that very TIF format modification (rare or not) will be
added to the standard ICP program. Ideal for processing large
numbers of images. You specify the source folder, destination folders,
and file type. Working silently in the background, ICP scans and
converts images in the source folder and all subfolders. Retain or
replace original files, your choice! Local network and individual
computer file locations, multiple files, folders & subfolders are
supported for both original and destination files. Standardize sizes.
Batch process a wide variety of professional effects, including flip,
rotate, replace color, blur, sharpen, emboss, water color, smoothing,
grayscale and sepia. Add water marks or apply color profiles. Prepare
and process faxes and e-mail messages. Plus, ICP adds individual file
preview and conversion capabilities to Windows Explorer. Simply rightclick a file name to view a large thumbnail image and select a final
format. Choose one of ICP’s built-in conversions from 120+ different
graphics formats to .jpg, .tif, .psd, .pdf, .eps, or .png formats or
access your own scripted conversion operations. Over 800 variations of
original file formats supported, including special purpose and outdated
formats. Clear, concise documentation. So powerful, pros wonder how
they got along without it! Professional and home licenses
available.</Char_Desc_2000>

<Char_Desc_45>Professional TIFF file conversion &
save!</Char_Desc_45>

<Char_Desc_80>Preview & convert TIFF files! Color depth,
compression, IPTC, Exif Save options.</Char_Desc_80>
<Char_Desc_250>ImageConverter Plus adds the convenience of rightclick TIFF file previewing and conversion to Explorer. Instantly convert
TIFF images. Specify color depth, compression, single- or multistrip,
and byte order. Retain or discard Exif & IPTC
metadata.</Char_Desc_250>
<Char_Desc_450>Professional TIFF Save options. ImageConverter
Plus is a professional image converter. Silently, background-process
faxes, scanned documents, outdated and rare images to standard TIFF
formats. Specify color depth, compression, single- or multistrip, and
byte order. Retain or discard Exif & IPTC metadata. Right-click, single
image conversions from Explorer or multi-file batch operations from
DOS Command Line or *.bat file processing.</Char_Desc_450>
<Char_Desc_2000>ImageConverter Plus is a professional image
converter. Optimized for TIFF (one of the most popular and powerful
formats) file conversions. Ideal for processing large numbers of
images. You specify the source folder, destination folders, and file
type. Working silently in the background, ICP scans and converts
images in the source folder and all subfolders. Retain or replace
original files, your choice! Local network and individual computer file
locations, multiple files, folders & subfolders are supported for both
original and destination files. Standardize sizes. Individual or batch
process with a wide variety of professional Save options, including
color depth (mono, 4- and 8-bit indexed, 24- and 48-bit RGB, 32- and
64-bit RGBA, 32-bit CMYK), and byte order (big or little endian).
Compress or not to suit your needs. Choose from a wide range of
compression algorithms, including LZW, CCITT (RLE, RLEW, Fax3 or
Fax4) Flate/deflate, PACKBITS, JPEG, JPEG 6+, or JBIG. Retain or
discard Exif digital camera and IPTC news service metadata. Select the
multipage option that suits your needs: retain the file as is, save as
separate or multipage files, or append to an existing multipage file.
Plus, ICP adds individual file preview and conversion capabilities to
Windows Explorer. Simply right-click a file name to view a large
thumbnail image and select a final format. Choose one of ICP’s built-in
conversions from 120+ different graphics formats to .jpg, .gif, .tif,
.psd, .pdf, .eps, or .png formats or access your own scripted
conversion operations. Over 800 variations of original file formats
supported, including special purpose and outdated formats. Clear,
concise documentation. So powerful, pros wonder how they got along

without it! Professional and home licenses
available.</Char_Desc_2000>

